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ABSTRACT

We derive a layered space-time scheme for multi-antenna or-
thogonal frequency-division multiplexed transmissions over
frequency-selective channels. Compared with existing alter-
natives, the proposed scheme can attain very high spectral
efficiency as well as improved performance. Enhanced di-
versity gains document its superior performance that is also
tested by simulation.

1 Introduction

Deployment of multiple transmit- and receive-antennas has
triggered excitement in basic and applied research, because
multi-antenna communications offer the potential to improve
performance and capacity of flat- [5], as well as frequency-
selective fading channels [2]. When combined with orthogo-
nal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), multi-antenna
transmissions over intersymbol interference (ISI) channels
can also afford low-complexity equalization and decoding.
Specific multi-antenna systems with OFDM include the Ver-
tical Bell-labs Layered Space-Time (VBLAST) OFDM [7],
and the Space-Time Coded (STC) OFDM with ST trellis or
block codes [1, 3, 6]. VBLAST-OFDM is “rate-oriented”
as it offers high spectral efficiency at an affordable receiver
complexity, while STC-OFDM is “performance-oriented”
since it is designed to maximize diversity and coding gains.
However, the “jack of both trades” is not available: STC-
OFDM incurs rate loss or complexity that increases with the
number of transmit-antennas, while VBLAST-OFDM comes
with performance loss because it neither capitalizes fully on
transmit-diversity nor it exploits the multipath-diversity that
becomes available with ISI channels.

It is the objective of this paper to bridge this gap,
and develop a high-rate layered OFDM scheme with high-
performance, and flexibility to enable desirable tradeoffs
among rate, performance, and receiver complexity. We reach
these goals forfrequency-selectivechannels by wedding the
OFDM subcarrier grouping ideas we put forth in [6], with
Linear Constellation Precoding (LCP) tools [4,8], and the Di-
agonal (D)BLAST architecture that was originally proposed
for flat-fadingchannels in [5].
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Notation: Bold lower (upper) case fonts will be used to
denote column vectors (matrices);(�)T , (�)H, and[�]ij , will
represent transpose, Hermitian, and the(i; j)th entry of a ma-
trix, respectively.

2 Precoding, DBLAST, and OFDM

Consider a multi-antenna system withNt transmit- andNr

receive-antennas, where OFDM transmissions withNc car-
riers are employed as depicted in Fig. 1. The fading chan-
nel between themth transmit- and thenth receive-antenna
is frequency-selective with discrete-time baseband equiva-
lent finite impulse response (FIR) coefficients collected in
the(L+1)�1 vectorhnm , [hnm(0); : : : ; hnm(L)]T , with
m = 1; : : : ; Nt, andn = 1; : : : ; Nr. We assume that:

(as) the Nt(L + 1) � 1 channel vector hn ,

[hT1n; : : : ;h
T
Ntn

]T is zero-mean, complex Gaus-

sian, with full rank correlation matrixRh , E(hnh
H
n ).

However,hn’s for differentn are statistically indepen-
dent, which can be satisfied by well separating theNr

receive-antennas.

Notice that we allow for correlated wireless channels with
e.g., an exponential power delay profile.

The information symbol streamfsig is first de-
multiplexed toNt sub-streams,fsi;mg

Nt

m=1, one for each
transmit-antenna. Every sub-stream, say themth, is parsed
into blocks, each containingNc symbols, as many as the sys-
tem carriers. We selectNc = Ng(L + 1), and split every
block ofNc symbols intoNg groups, each containingL+ 1

symbols. Lets(p)m denote thepth Nc � 1 such block of the
mth sub-stream. Thegth group from this block is denoted by
s
(p)
g;m, and is particularly chosen to contain theL+1 symbols

fs
(p)
lNg+g;m

gLl=0. Forming likewise allNg groups will turn
out to reduce decoding complexity, but as we will see later,
when this particular grouping is combined with precoding, it
will also enable the maximum diversity gains (see also [6]).

Collectings(p)g;m blocks across allNt antennas, we form the

Nt(L+ 1)� 1 vectors(p)g , [s
(p)T
g;1 ; : : : ;s

(p)T
g;Nt

]T on which we

apply linear constellation precoding (LCP) to obtain�s(p)g ,
where� is theNt(L + 1) � Nt(L + 1) LCP matrix. With
reference to Fig. 1, and�TlNt+m denoting the(lNt + m)th



row of �, the (lNt + m)th entry,�TlNt+ms
(p)
g , of the pth

precoded block will form thelth symbol withl = 0; : : : ; L
in the gth group of themth LCP mapper output. Repeat-
ing this for allNg groups ofL + 1 symbols, describes how
theNt input blocks indexed byp (containingNc symbols
each) are mapped via LCP to yieldNt output blocks that are
also indexed byp, and each containsNc symbols. Notice
that each output symbol is formed as a linear combination of
Nt(L + 1) symbols fromall Nt input sub-streams. This is
precisely what enables� to collect both transmit- as well as
multipath-diversity gains.

Consider now a collection ofNl input blocksfs(p)m gNl

p=1

per sub-stream, and the corresponding LCP output blocks,
each organized inNg groups as before:f�s(p)g ; g =

1; : : : ; Ngg
Nl

p=1. With the latter asNt-branch input, the
DBLAST module depicted in Fig. 1 outputs a set ofNt�N
matricesfCg(l); g = 1; : : : ; Ng; l = 0; : : : ; Lg, defined as:

Cg(l),

2
666664

c
(1)
g;1(l) � � � c

(Nl)
g;1 (l) 0 � � � 0

0 c
(1)
g;2(l) � � � c

(Nl)
g;2 (l)

.. . 0
...

. . .
. .. � � �

.. . 0

0 � � � 0 c
(1)
g;Nt

(l) � � � c
(Nl)
g;Nt

(l)

3
777775

(1)

where the number of columnsN = Nl + Nt � 1, and
[Cg(l)]mq , c

(p)
g;m(l) , �

T
lNt+ms

(p)
g , with p = q �m + 1,

q 2 [m;Nl +m � 1], and “0” otherwise. Notice thatCg(l)
is structurally reminiscent of the DBLAST code matrix with
Nl layers (diagonals) [5]. Sincel 2 [0; L] andg 2 [1; Ng],
we can usek = lNg + g to index theNc LCP-mapper out-
put symbols per block, and re-label each entry[Cg(l)]mq as
[C(k)]mq .

We then feedcmq , [[C(1)]mq ; : : : ; [C(Nc)]mq ]
T as in-

put to the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) processor
of the mth antenna during theqth block (OFDM block-
symbol). Next, we take theNc-point IFFT to obtain~cmq =
IFFT[cmq ], where [~cmq ]k denotes thekth entry of ~cmq .
Prepending the cyclic prefix (CP) of lengthL, we obtain
for each(m; q) an (Nc + L) � 1 block �cm;q with entries
f[~cmq]Nc�L+1 � � � [~cmq ]Nc

[~cmq ]1 � � � [~cmq ]Nc
g, that we sub-

sequently digital-to-analog convert, pulse shape, and trans-
mit from themth antenna during theqth block. Our trans-
mittedNt �N(Nc + L) space-time code matrix is:

�C ,

2
66664

�cT1;1 �cT1;2 � � � �cT1;Nl
0T � � � 0T

0T �cT2;1 �cT2;2 � � � �cT2;Nl

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . . � � �

. . . 0T

0T � � � 0T �cTNt;1
�cTNt;2

� � � �cTNt;Nl

3
77775
: (2)

All the FIR channels are supposed to remain invariant over
N(Nc + L) symbol periods. The number of nonzero block
entries�cTmq in �C is NlNt = (N � Nt + 1)Nt; and each
1� (Nc + L) block entry�cTmq carriesNc information sym-
bols (sinceL redundant symbols correspond to the CP). With
these symbols drawn from the alphabet of sizejAsj, our
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Figure 1: System model

transmission rate is found to be:

R =
Nt(N �Nt + 1)Nc log2 jAsj

N(Nc + L)
bps/Hz:

Clearly, selectingN � Nt andNc � L leads to very high
rates relative to the STC-OFDM in [1,3,6]. To appreciate the
flexibility and improved performance of our scheme over the
high-rate VBLAST-OFDM in [7], we turn to the receiver and
consider the input-output relationship per carrier.

We suppose that carrier synchronization, channel acqui-
sition, timing, and symbol-rate sampling have been accom-
plished successfully at the receiver. We then remove the CP,
and subsequently take theNc-point FFT of each block at the
output of each antenna’s receive-filter. Recall that the CP
insertion and removal along with the IFFT and FFT taken at
the transmitters and receivers, respectively, convert theNtNr

frequency selective channels to a set ofNtNrNc flat fading
sub-channels. Specifically, the samples of theqth block at
thenth receive-filter output obey the following input-output
relationship on thekth carrier:

ynq(k) =

NtX
m=1

Hnm(k)[C(k)]mq + wnq(k); (3)

whereHnm(k) is the frequency response ofhnm at the
kth carrier, i.e.,Hnm(k) =

PL
l=0 hnm(l)e�j2�lk=Nc , and

wnq(k)’s are independent complex Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and varianceN0.

Collecting samplesynq(k) from all Nr receive-antennas,
and across allN blocks (OFDM block-symbols), for a
fixed carrier k, we can recast (3) in a compact matrix
form: Y(k) = H(k)C(k) + W(k), where [Y(k)]nq ,

ynq(k); [H(k)]nm , Hnm(k), and [W(k)]nq , wnq(k).
Re-writingk ask = lNg + g, we will pursue decoding per
groupg, in which the following relationship holds:

Yg(l) =Hg(l)Cg(l) +Wg(l); (4)

whereYg(l) ,Y(lNg+g),Hg(l) ,H(lNg+g),Cg(l) ,

C(lNg + g), andWg(l) ,W(lNg + g).
In a nutshell, we have developed a layered space time sys-

tem, which can be viewed as a block version of DBLAST that
is combined with OFDM to enable high-rate multi-antenna
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Figure 2: An encoding/decoding example of option 2

transmissions over frequency selective channels. As the term
DBLAST-OFDM-LCP indicates, our scheme relies also on
linear constellation precoding. As we will see next, LCP ap-
plied to groups of carriers enriches our high-rate OFDM with
multipath diversity at an affordable receiver complexity.

3 Decoding and Performance

Recall from (1) that[Cg(l)]mq , �
T
lNt+ms

(q�m+1)
g . We can

see that the information symbols insg , [s
(1)T
g � � � s

(Nl)T
g ]T

are spread across all the carriers of groupg. Thus, we
need to considerCg , [Cg(0) � � �Cg(L)] when decod-
ing sg. Maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding can then
be performed per group of carriers to yield:̂sg =

argminsg
PL

l=0 kYg(l) �Hg(l)Cg(l)k
2. Albeit computa-

tionally heavy, when� is properly designed andN � Nt,
ML decoding enables the maximum possible diversity order
NtNr(L+ 1) [9]. This benchmarks the performance of sub-
optimal but practical decoders that have lower complexity
than ML. Those requireNr � Nt, and rely on the null-and-
cancel decoding [5].

The corresponding algorithm starts with theNr�Nt para-
unitary matrixQg(l) in the QR factorization ofHg(l) =
Qg(l)Ug(l), and usesQg(l) in (4) to form the matrix
�Rg(l) , Q

H
g (l)Yg(l) = Ug(l)Cg(l)+Q

H
g (l)Wg(l), where

Ug(l) is anNt � Nt upper triangular matrix. Suppose we
have decoded the first(p � 1) layers that correspond to the
first (p � 1) diagonals in (1). To decode the blocks(p)g , we
consider the(m; p+m� 1) entry of �Rg(l) that can be writ-

ten as�r(p)g;m(l) = Ug;m(l)�TlNt+ms
(p)
g +L(s

(1)
g ; : : : ; s

(p�1)
g )+

v
(p)
g;m(l), whereL(s(1)g ; : : : ; s

(p�1)
g ) contains symbols from

previously decoded layers, andv(p)g;m(l) denotes the(m;m+
p � 1)th entry of QHg (l)Wg(l). If all previous lay-
ers have been decoded correctly, we can cancel the term
L(s

(1)
g ; : : : ; s

(p�1)
g ) to obtain

r(p)g;m(l) = Ug;m(l)�TlNt+ms
(p)
g + v(p)g;m(l): (5)

What boosts performance of the nulling-cancelling
iteration in our case is the “de-precoding” step that
is needed after the interference nulling to decodes(p)g

from the LCP blocks�TlNt+ms
(p)
g in (5). Collecting

eq. (5) for l = 0; : : : ; L and m = 1; : : : ; Nt, we per-
form de-precoding per layerp of each groupg, based
on the block: r(p)g = D

(p)
g �s

(p)
g + v

(p)
g , wherev(p)g ,

[v
(p)
g;1(0) � � � v

(p)
g;Nt

(0) � � � v
(p)
g;1(L) � � � v

(p)
g;Nt

(L)]T , D
(p)
g ,

diag[Ug;1(0) � � �Ug;Nt
(0) � � �Ug;1(L); � � �Ug;Nt

(L)], and
p = 1; : : : ; Nl. This step is implemented using the Sphere-
Decoding (SD) algorithm that is known to exhibit near-ML
performance at complexity that isO[(Nt(L + 1))6] [4].
Even lower complexity de-precoding is possible by inverting
�s

(p)
g in the zero-forcing or minimum mean-square sense

(see [6,8] for details).
We prove in [9] that under proper conditions on the chan-

nel and the precoder, the diversity order with layer decod-
ing (that includes de-precoding) is:G(p)

d = [NrNt � (Nt �
1)Nt=2](L+ 1), regardless of the layerp = 1; : : : ; Nl. This
is in agreement with the original DBLAST scheme applied
to flat-fading channels, where the layer decoding order does
not affect performance when one assumes that previous lay-
ers have been decoded correctly. The�’s satisfying our con-
ditions in [9] are those we have constructed in [8, eq. (7)].

4 Reduced-complexity encoding/decoding options

In order to enable large joint transmit- and multipath-
diversity gains, our scheme uses the precoder� of size
Nt(L + 1), which leads to very high decoding complexity
whenNt(L + 1) is large. To reduce the decoding complex-
ity, we propose the following two reduced-complexity en-
coding/decoding options.

Option 1: If instead ofL+ 1 symbols, only one symbol is
taken per sub-stream as input to the LCP mapper, thens

(p)
g;m

reduces to a scalar (call its(p)nc;m with nc = 1; : : : ; Nc). The
LCP matrix (call it ��) becomesNt�Nt, and each LCP out-
put symbol is now a linear combination ofNt input symbols.
Because�� is smaller than�, this leads to reduced com-
plexity de-precoding, but ensures only full transmit-diversity
gain.

Option 2: Instead of using oneNt(L + 1) � Nt(L + 1)
precoder� for all Nt sub-streams, we can useNt precoders
of sizeL + 1 with each one (call it̂�) for each sub-stream.
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Thus, eacĥ�s(p)g;m is a(L+1)� 1 precoded block, and each
LCP output symbol is now a linear combination ofL + 1

input symbols. TheNt precoded blocksf�̂s(p)g;mg
Nt

m=1 of
the LCP mapper output pass through the DBLAST map-
per, which mapsf�̂s(p)g;mg

Nt

m=1 (p = 1; : : : ; Nl) to Cg(l)’s

(l = 0; : : : ; L) so that each precoded block̂�s(p)g;m has the
same (or almost same) diversity gains (see [9] for details).
Because the size of̂� is much smaller than�, this re-
duces the de-precoding complexity considerably. Also no-
tice that the diversity gain of each entry in a diagonal layer
is different. By suitably designing the DBLAST mapper, we
can still achieve very high diversity gains. Specifically, it is
shown in [9] that when eitherL orNt is odd, a diversity gain
(Nt+1)(L+1)=2 can be achieved for each precoded block.
For example, in the case ofNt = Nr = 5 andL = 2, the
diversity gain of theith entry (i = 1; : : : ; 5) in a diagonal
layer isNt � i+ 1. Fig. 2 shows that each(L+ 1)� 1 pre-
coded vector can achieve diversity gain nine when a carefully
designed DBLAST mapper is used.

Fig. 3 depicts a performance comparison between
DBLAST-OFDM-LCP and VBLAST-OFDM. UsingNc =
15 andL = 2, we test two cases forNt = Nr = 5, and
Nt = Nr = 3 with 16-QAM. We use Reed-Solomon (15,9)

codes for VBLAST-OFDM, and the precoder� of [8, eq.
(7)] for DBLAST-OFDM-LCP. Since the transmit-diversity
order is high forNt = Nr = 5, we apply option 1 to re-
duce the complexity at the expense of multipath-diversity
loss (see discussion before (1)). To ensure identical transmis-
sion rates for VBLAST-OFDM and DBLAST-OFDM-LCP,
we chooseN = 5 whenNt = Nr = 3, andN = 10,
whenNt = Nr = 5. The corresponding rates areR = 6:35
bps/Hz, andR = 10:58 bps/Hz, respectively. Fig. 3 cor-
roborates that DBLAST-OFDM-LCP outperforms VBLAST-
OFDM considerably (about 5 dB at BER= 10�4). Choosing
Nc = 15, Nt = Nr = 5, and QPSK, we compare the per-
formance between different encoding/decoding options for
L = 2 in Fig. 4. The encoding/decoding scheme using
the precoder of sizeNt(L + 1) � Nt(L + 1) outperforms
two reduced-complexity options considerably at the expense
of much higher decoding complexity. Interestingly, option
2 outperforms option 1 for SNR values up to 18 dB even
though it has lower complexity than option 1. This is due to
the fact that option 2 has a larger coding gain than option 1,
while option 1 has a larger diversity gain than option 2.
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